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Hide and Secrets Nov 24 2019 A lonely girl, a
missing father and a trail of lies . . . From the
million-copy bestselling author of Girl, Missing,
comes a blockbuster teen thriller that will have
you looking for answers round every corner.
Fourteen-year-old Cat is lonely - reeling from
the loss of her father, she’s disconnected from
friends and fighting with her mum. But when a
new boy, Tyler, arrives for the summer, Cat
finds herself opening up to the handsome
stranger. A shocking revelation about her dad
turns Cat’s world on its head. She and Tyler
uncover a series of secrets that take them on a
perilous journey. With fresh lies exposed and
threats from a dangerous gang revealed, will
Cat risk everything to keep herself and her
family safe? An explosive, edge-of-your-seat
new drama from the original queen of teen
thrillers, Sophie McKenzie, for fans of Karen
McManus and Holly Jackson. 'Sophie’s thrillers
are in a league of their own – nobody does it
better' Phil Earle, author of When the Sky Falls
Boy, Missing: World Book Day 2022 Jun 24
2022 An adrenaline-fuelled race against time
for World Book Day, from the Queen of teen
thrillers and author of Girl, Missing, millioncopy selling Sophie McKenzie. Cousins Ellen
and Harlan have been forced to go on a family
camping trip – the worst timing ever, because
they’re in a huge fight. So Ellen is happy when
Harlan storms off into the woods, but her peace
and quiet quickly turns to panic when he
doesn’t come back. Facing heart-stopping
danger on the clifftops, will Ellen be able to find
Harlan before it’s too late?
The School for Good and Evil (The School
for Good and Evil, Book 1) Jul 01 2020 THE
SCHOOL FOR GOOD AND EVIL will soon be a
major motion picture from Netflix, starring
Academy Award winner Charlize Theron, Kerry
Washington, Laurence Fishburne, Michelle
Yeoh, Cate Blanchett, and many more! A dark
and enchanting fantasy adventure for those
who prefer fairytales with a twist. The first in
the bestselling series.
Women and Liberty, 1600-1800 Sep 03 2020
Annotation This volume offers a collective study
of liberty as discussed by women philosophers,
and as theorized with respect to women and
their lives, in the 17th and 18th centuries. The
contributors cover the metaphysics of free will,
and freedom in women's moral and personal as
well as religious and political lives.
The Little Book of Brunch Jan 19 2022 Eggs,
avocado, bacon, bagels - the roll-call of
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delicious ingredients shows why brunch is by
far the best meal of the day. Discover 100
delicious recipes for the best meal of the day.
The Little Book of Brunch features a selection
of the world's best ever brunch recipes, ranging
from Middle Eastern Shakshuka to traditional
English Savouries, from simple Baked Eggs to
indulgent Brioche French Toast. Whether
you're in the mood to make something sweet or
savoury, speedy or slow, these easy and
adaptable recipes are everything a meal should
be, whatever the time of day.
Sophie's World Jun 12 2021 The international
bestseller about life, the universe and
everything. When 14-year-old Sophie
encounters a mysterious mentor who
introduces her to philosophy, mysteries deepen
in her own life. Why does she keep getting
postcards addressed to another girl? Who is the
other girl? And who, for that matter, is Sophie
herself? To solve the riddle, she uses her new
knowledge of philosophy, but the truth is far
stranger than she could have imagined. A
phenomenal worldwide bestseller, SOPHIE'S
WORLD sets out to draw teenagers into the
world of Socrates, Descartes, Spinoza, Hegel
and all the great philosophers. A brilliantly
original and fascinating story with many twists
and turns, it raises profound questions about
the meaning of life and the origin of the
universe.
Missing Me Oct 28 2022 The third and final
book in the bestselling, award-winning
MISSING series. Six years have passed since
the end of Sister, Missing and Madison is now a
teenager. During a visit to older sister Lauren,
she learns that their biological father was an
anonymous sperm donor and sets out to track
him down. Her search bears fruit sooner than
she expects, but is the father she discovers all
he seems? As Madison gets drawn into a
mysterious investigation involving missing girls
and secret hideaways, she finds herself in more
and more danger… PRAISE FOR GIRL,
MISSING: 'Written with assurance and style,
this is page-turning material.' The Independent
'A taut thriller.' Wood & Vale Express 'Excellent
- gripping, sympathetic, moving, well plotted.'
Ultimate Book Guide 'A real page turned, filled
with excitement, mystery, suspense and
danger.' Waterstone's Guide To Kids Books
2008 'This entertaining book will have you
gripped for hours.' Sunday Express PRAISE
FOR SISTER, MISSING: 'A fast paced thriller
that leaves you on the edge of your seat.'
Serendipity Reviews 'If you like your stories

fast-paced, full of dangers and conflicts and
impossible situations, then you will love this
book.' The Bookbag 'The brilliant follow-up to
bestseller, Girl, Missing.' Reading Zone
Newsletter
The Little Book of Lunch Dec 18 2021 New
to making your lunch at home? Staring into
your fridge in despair? The Little Book of Lunch
is for you! Filled with delicious and simple
recipes, The Little Book of Lunch has clever
approaches to classics making them easy for
working from home, meals that taste delicious
at room temperature, quickly assembled dishes
for when you barely have five minutes and
recipes for when the cupboards are bare. It
includes: -Wholesome and healthy salads like
tabouleh -Indulgent and decadent dining like
grilled halloumi, vegetable and avocado
couscous -Sandwiches for when you are
chained to your desk like guacamole and
tomato salsa on rye -Store-cupboard snacks like
spicy lentil and coconut soup -Sweet treats to
brighten up the day like salted caramel
brownies ‘Packed full of food you can really get
excited by, it's a much-needed rallying call to
reclaim the lunch hour!’ Felicity Cloake
The Missing Trilogy Sep 27 2022 What would
you do if you saw yourself as a toddler on a
Missing Children's website? Lauren has always
known she was adopted but when a little
research turns up the possibility that she was
snatched from an American family as a baby,
suddenly Lauren's life seems like a sham... and
it seems that the circumstances of her
disappearance are murky and Lauren's
kidnappers are still at large and willing to do
anything to keep her silent… Two years after
the events of Girl, Missingand life is not getting
any easier for sixteen-year-old Lauren, as exam
pressure and a recent family tragedy take their
toll. Lauren's birth mother takes Lauren and
her two sisters on holiday in the hope that some
time together will help, but when one of the
sisters disappears, under circumstances very
similar to those in which Lauren was taken
years before, Lauren fears the nightmare might
happen all over again. Six years have passed
since the end of Sister, Missingand Madison is
now a teenager. During a visit to older sister
Lauren, she learns more about their biological
father and sets out to track him down. Her
search bears fruit sooner than she expects, but
is the father she discovers all he seems? As
Madison gets drawn into a mysterious
investigation involving missing girls and secret
hideaways, she finds herself in more and more
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danger… This ebook bind-up includes Girl,
Missing; Sister, Missingand Missing Me, plus a
bonus chapter of when Wolfe met Madison.
New York Magazine Dec 06 2020 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
Split Second Apr 10 2021 A heart-stopping YA
thriller, from the author of the award-winning
Girl, Missingand Close My Eyes. . . Bound
together by the devastating consequences of a
terrorist attack on a London market, teenagers
Charlotte (Charlie) and Nat appear at first to
have much in common. But, as Charlie gets
closer to Nat and his family, she begins to
wonder if perhaps he knows more about the
attack than he has let on. Split Second is an
action-packed thriller that shifts between the
perspectives of its two main characters as their
courage and their loyalties are tested to the
limit.
Sophie's Diary: A Mathematical Novel Feb 08
2021 Sophie Germain, the first and only woman
in history to make a substantial contribution to
the proof of Fermat's Last Theorem, grew up
during the most turbulent years of the French
Revolution. Her mathematical genius was
discovered by Lagrange around 1797.
Published research about Germain focuses on
her achievements, noting that she assumed a
man's name at the École Polytechnique in Paris,
to submit her own work to Lagrange. Yet, no
biography has explained how Germain learned
mathematics before that time to become so
sure of her analytical skills to carry out such a
daring act. Sophie's Diary is an attempt to
answer this question: How did Germain learn
enough mathematics to enter the world of
Lagrange's analysis in the first place? In
Sophie's Diary, Germain comes to life through a
fictionalized journal that intertwines
mathematics with history of mathematics plus
historically-accurate accounts of the brutal
events that took place in Paris between 1789
and 1793. This format provides a plausible
perspective of how a young Sophie could have
learned mathematics on her own—both
fascinated by numbers and eager to master
tough subjects without a tutor's guidance. Her
passion for mathematics is integrated into her
personal life as an escape from societal
outrage. Sophie's Diary is suitable for a variety
of readers?both students and teachers,
mathematicians and novices?who will be
inspired and enlightened on a field of study
made easy as is told through the intellectual
and personal struggles of an exceptional young
woman.
Trust in Me Jul 25 2022 The bestselling author
of Close My Eyes returns with a chilling
psychological thriller. Julia has always been the
friend that Livy turns to when life is difficult.
United fifteen years ago by grief at the brutal
murder of Livy's sister, Kara, they've always
told each other everything. Or so Livy thought.
So when Julia is found dead in her home, Livy
cannot come to terms with the news that she
girl-missing-1-sophie-mckenzie

chose to end her own life. The Julia that Livy
knew was vibrant and vivacious, a far cry from
the selfish neurotic that her family seem
determined to paint her as. Troubled by doubt
but alone in her suspicions, Livy sets out to
prove that Julia was in fact murdered. But little
does she realise that digging into her best
friend's private life will cause her to question
everything she thought she knew about Julia.
And the truth that Livy discovers will tear the
very fabric of her own life apart.
Casting Shadows Aug 22 2019 Flynn is making
every effort to stay in control of his hot temper,
while River feels more content than she's ever
been. Together the two of them make big plans
for the future, but powerful secrets lurk in the
shadows, ready to threaten their happiness.
Blood Ties Aug 14 2021 When Theo discovers
the father he thought died when he was a baby
is still alive, he's determined to find him. The
clues lead him to lonely Rachel, who has
problems of her own, including parents who
compare her unfavourably to her long-dead
sister. But when Rachel and Theo are attacked
by men from RAGE - the Righteous Army
against Genetic Engineering - they are rescued
by strangers and taken to meet a mysterious
figure who leads them to make startling
discoveries about their identities, which will
affect their past, present, and future in
dramatic and life-altering ways...
Sister, Missing Aug 26 2022 'Page-turning'
The Independent 'Sophie's thrillers are brilliant
... you can't stop reading' Robert Muchamore,
bestselling author 'Sophie McKenzie's the
queen of nail-biting and addictive reads. I just
can't get enough.' Amy McCulloch, author of
The Potion Diaries The gripping sequel to the
bestselling, award-winning Girl, Missing. It's
two years after the events of Girl, Missing and
life is not getting any easier for sixteen-year-old
Lauren, as exam pressure and a recent family
heartbreak take their toll. Hoping some time
together away from everything will help,
Lauren’s birth mother takes Lauren and her
two sisters on holiday, only for tragedy to strike
again when one of Lauren’s sisters disappears,
under circumstances very similar to those in
which Lauren was taken years before ...
perhaps too similar to be a coincidence. Can
Lauren save her sister, and stop the nightmare
happening all over again?
The Rose Queen Mar 29 2020 Meet Sam and
Sophie Shattenberg, two sisters from New York
who are trying to create new lives for
themselves in a tiny town. They've changed
their names, dyed their hair and taken up a new
hobby - solving missing persons cases. At the
same time they're working hard to make sure
that they stay missing themselves - in this case,
16-year-old Noelle McBrideis is missing, and
the Chief of Police seems to think that Sophie
might be the culprit
Sophie's Masterpiece Jun 19 2019 Sophie the
spider makes wondrous webs, but the residents
of Beekman's Boarding House do not
appreciate her until at last, old and tired, she
weaves her final masterpiece.
Girl, Missing Mar 21 2022 Lauren has always
known she was adopted but when a little
research turns up the possibility that she was
snatched from an American family as a baby,
suddenly Lauren's life seems like a sham. How
can she find her biological parents? And are her
adoptive parents really responsible for

kidnapping her? She manages to persuade her
family to takea trip across the Atlantic where
she runs away to try and find the truth. But the
circumstances of her disappearance are murky
and Lauren's kidnappers are still at large and
willing to do anything to keep her silent...Ten
years on from its first publication, Girl, Missing
has sold over 150,000 copies in the UK alone
and won countless awards and prizes. This new
edition of the bestseller includes exclusive extra
content from Sophie and is a must for fans and
readers that are yet to discover this modern
classic.
Cincinnati Magazine Dec 26 2019 Cincinnati
Magazine taps into the DNA of the city,
exploring shopping, dining, living, and culture
and giving readers a ringside seat on the issues
shaping the region.
Where the Missing Go Jul 21 2019 The
gripping, twisty novel about a mother working
at a Missing Persons helpline who receives a
desperate phone call from her own daughter,
who has been missing for four years. A highconcept psychological thriller for fans of
CLOSE TO HOME by Cara Hunter, THE
GUILTY WIFE by Elle Croft, and THE
DAUGHTER by Lucy Dawson.
The Missing Place May 23 2022 Set against
the backdrop of North Dakota’s oil boom, two
very different mothers form an uneasy alliance
to find their missing sons in this heartrending
and suspenseful novel from the Edgar
Award–nominated author of Garden of Stones.
The booming North Dakota oil business is
spawning “man camps,” shantytowns full of
men hired to work on the rigs, in towns without
enough housing to accommodate them. In such
twilight spaces, it’s easy for a person to vanish.
And when two young men in their first year on
the job disappear without a trace, only their
mothers believe there’s hope of finding them.
Despite reassurances that the police are on the
case, the two women think the oil company is
covering up the disappearances—and maybe
something more. Colleen, used to her decorous
life in a wealthy Massachusetts suburb, is
determined to find her son. And hard-bitten
Shay, from the wrong side of the California
tracks, is the only person in town even willing
to deal with her—because she’s on the same
mission. Overtaxed by worry, exhaustion, and
fear, these two unlikely partners question each
other’s methods and motivations, but must
work together against the town of strangers if
they want any chance of finding their lost boys.
But what they uncover could destroy them
both... Sure to please fans of Sandra Brown and
Gillian Flynn, The Missing Place is a moving
chronicle of survival, determination, and
powerful bonds forged in the face of adversity.
New York Magazine May 11 2021 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
New York Magazine Jan 27 2020 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
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quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
New York Magazine Oct 04 2020 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
Falling Fast Sep 15 2021 This is life, not a
rehearsal... When River auditions for a part in
an inter-school performance of Romeo and
Juliet, she finds herself smitten by Flynn, the
boy playing Romeo. River believes in romantic
love, and she can't wait to experience it. But
Flynn comes from a damaged family - is he even
capable of giving River what she wants? The
path of true love never did run smooth...
Saving Sophie Mar 09 2021 ‘This book is not
only gripping, but it ends with a gasp-out-loud
twist’ Closer ‘Tense, convincing ... kept me
guessing’ Caz Frear, bestselling author of
Sweet Little Lies A teenage girl is missing. Is
your daughter involved, or is she next?
How to Be a Conscious Eater Sep 22 2019 A
lively, surprising, and necessary guide to
navigating our food choices—is a certain food
OK for your health? OK for the environment?
How do I know if the people who grow or
create it are fairly treated?—by an expert in
public health from the Culinary Institute of
America.
Local Girl Missing Apr 29 2020 THE SUNDAY
TIMES BESTSELLER A TENSE
PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER RIPPED
STRAIGHT FROM THE HEADLINES . . . Twenty
years ago 21-year-old Sophie Collier vanishes
one night. She leaves nothing behind but a
trainer on the old pier - and a hole in the heart
of her best friend Francesca. Now A body's
been found. And Francesca's drawn back to the
seaside town she's tried to forget. Perhaps the
truth of what happened to Sophie will finally
come out. Yet Francesca is beginning to wish
she hadn't returned. Everywhere she turns are
ghosts from her past. The same old faces and
familiar haunts of her youth. But if someone
knows what really happened to Sophie that
night then now's the time to find out - isn't it?
Except sometimes discovering the truth can
cost you everything you hold dear - your family,
your sanity and even your life . . . Praise for
Claire Douglas's thrillers: 'Thrillingly tense and
twisty' B A Paris 'Perfect for fans of The Girl on
the Train' Marie Claire 'Packed with a killer
twist' Closer 'Superb plotting' Jenny Blackhurst
'Will give you chills' Sunday Mirror 'Gripping'
Closer
The Medusa Project Collection May 31 2020
Fourteen years ago, four babies were implanted
with the Medusa gene - a gene capable of
creating psychic abilities. Now teenagers, Nico,
Ketty, Ed and Dylan have been brought
girl-missing-1-sophie-mckenzie

together by government agents to create a
secret crime-fighting force - The Medusa
Project. But the lives are these four special
teens are in extreme danger because, since
their existence was uncovered, there are some
people who will stop at nothing to see them
destroyed… Fast-paced, thrilling and full of
action, this ebook collection includes The SetUp, The Hostage, The Rescue, Hunted, Doublecross and Hit Squad.
Keeper of the Lost Cities Nov 05 2020 At age
twelve, Sophie learns that the remarkable
abilities that have always caused her to stand
out identify her as an elf, and after being
brought to Eternalia to hone her skills,
discovers that she has secrets buried in her
memory for which some would kill.
The Missing Pieces of Sophie McCarthy
Nov 17 2021 'Intriguing, compelling.
Impossible to put down and irresistibly good'
Liane Moriarty ____________ She's the victim.
But is she innocent? Sophie McCarthy is known
for her determination, ambition and brilliance
at work. She's tough, but only because she
wants to get the best out of people. Aidan Ryan
is strong, honourable, and a family man. He's
tough too; the army requires it. When these two
strangers are brought together in a devastating
incident, Sophie's life is left in ruins. Her family
wants to see Aidan pay for what he did. Aidan's
prepared to sacrifice everything - including his
marriage and his child - to fix the mess he's
made. But some things can't be fixed, and
Sophie is not at all what she first appeared . . .
____________ The Missing Pieces of Sophie
McCarthy is a gripping, impossible-to-put-down
exploration of betrayal and revenge.
New York Magazine Feb 26 2020 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
SweetFreak Jul 13 2021 Get ready for a brand
new edge-of-your-seat read from bestselling
author Sophie McKenzie! When everyone thinks
you're a liar, how hard will you fight for the
truth? Carey and Amelia have been best friends
forever. Then Amelia starts being trolled by
SweetFreak, a mysterious and hateful online
account, and Carey is accused of being behind
the vicious comments and threats. Shut out by
her other friends and shunned by Amelia, Carey
is determined to clear her name and find out
who’s really sending the messages. But as the
online attacks spill over into real life, events
start spiralling out of control… Can Carey
expose the real SweetFreak before it’s too late?
A gripping page-turner from the award-winning
Sophie Mckenize, SweetFreak will keep you
guessing until the very end… PRAISE FOR
SOPHIE MCKENZIE: 'When it comes to YA
thrillers, there's one name that defines the
genre: Sophie McKenzie' Amy Alward, author of
The Potion Diaries 'Sophie's thrillers are
brilliant... You can't stop reading' Robert
Muchamore, bestselling author
ExtraOrdinary: (Extra Series #1) Oct 24
2019 Ryder Carlsson can hear the shadows

whisper. And they are calling her name. Olessia
is a runaway with a secret so dangerous, it
could destroy worlds. When the two girls meet,
an extraordinary adventure is set to begin. In
the shadowy halls of Clarendon House Ryder
stumbles upon a mysterious stranger. Olessia is
a girl like no one else on Earth. Powerful and
hot-tempered, she is on the run, determined to
escape the fate that awaits her. But Olessia's
enemies are not about to let her slip away, and
they are prepared to tear our world apart to
find her. Caught up in the chaos, Ryder and her
friends must fight to stay one step ahead of the
terrifying, otherwordly creatures sent to
destroy Olessia. But just who is Olessia truly
running from? The whispering shadows know
the answer. Is Ryder brave enough to listen?
The Extra trilogy begins right here with Book 1
FREE. 'Thrilling! Creepy! The perfect YA novel.
A FINALIST and highly recommended,' - The
Wishing Shelf Book Awards. A SciFi Fantasy
story. The entire trilogy is available now ExtraOrdinary, ExtraLimital and ExtraImperial.
ExtraOrdinary is set in hauntingly beautiful
Tasmania, Australia, and is the first book in
Danielle K Girl's gripping YA trilogy. Keywords
- young adult scifi, young adult science fiction,
first contact, alien encounter, alien adventure,
first in series, complete series, books set in
Australia, yong adult books, series starter,
science fiction for young adults, ya scifi, ya
science fiction, aliens on earth, science fiction
adventure, ya boxset
New York Magazine Jan 07 2021 New York
magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an
insert of the New York Herald Tribune and
quickly made a place for itself as the trusted
resource for readers across the country. With
award-winning writing and photography
covering everything from politics and food to
theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent
mission has been to reflect back to its audience
the energy and excitement of the city itself,
while celebrating New York as both a place and
an idea.
Sophie is Still Missing Feb 20 2022
Jacaranda Dunn is an ex-Metropolitan police
officer, who has moved to Spain to open a
detective agency in Málaga, and be nearer to
her mother, the Marquesa of Calderón del
Bosque. JD to her friends and colleagues, she
has two assistants: Linda, who had previously
worked for a criminal lawyer, and Ignacio, a
young computer technician who can find his
way around anything digital, but not always
legally. JD's love life is complicated. She is
having an on-off relationship with Federico, a
captain in the Guardia Civil, who loves her but
feels she is just using him in order to have
access to police resources. Tim, a local
reporter, is constantly inviting her to go out
with him, and Jacobo, who makes television
documentaries, is an ex-lover who is still her
best friend. But JD is haunted by the death of
her husband five years previously, and won't
consider a permanent relationship with anyone
until she discovers who was behind his brutal
stabbing. She also has another worry; Thomas
Steed, the drug dealer who was sentenced to
fourteen years in a maximum security prison in
the UK, as a result of her testimony, has been
given early release. The last words she'd heard
him say were a public threat to her safety. But
does he know where she is? At first the work of
the agency is fairly routine, missing dogs,
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stolen passports, unfaithful husbands, etc. Then
one day a woman comes into the agency and
wants JD to find her missing daughter. Sophie
and her best friend, Julie, both aged fourteen,
disappeared the previous summer, but an
extensive police search failed to find them. She
believes they were kidnapped. Then Julie's body
was found carefully placed at the feet of a
statue of the Virgin Mary during Holy Week.
Now, after three months, the police have closed
the case. The distraught parents want JD to
investigate. Julie's death is almost certainly
linked to Sophie's disappearance, and to find
out the truth, JD has to find answers to a
number of questions: where had the dead girl
been for almost a year? why was her body left
in plain sight at the feet of a statue of the
Virgin Mary? why were the police unable to find
any trace of the girls after they had
disappeared? why had the police closed down
an unsolved murder case after only three
months? why was the unexplained death of the
officer investigating the case deemed to be an
accident? and most urgently, where was Sophie
now? Dark, thought provoking, yet light
hearted in places, 'Sophie is Still Missing' is an
intricate mystery which delves into the
shadowy world of the Costa del Sol, people
trafficking and modern slavery.
Becoming Jo Aug 02 2020 Meg, Jo, Beth and
Amy: four sisters whose stories are forever
imprinted in our hearts. But what if their
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stories had different endings? Reimagined by
bestselling author Sophie McKenzie and told
through the eyes of everybody's favourite
sister, Becoming Jo perfectly captures the
magic, exuberance and spirit of the original and
much-loved book. On the 150th anniversary of
its publication, Becoming Jo proves just how
timeless the characters and themes found
within Little Women really are.
The Pier Oct 16 2021 FROM THE AUTHOR OF
THE SISTERS - ONE OF THE BEST SELLING
DÃ%BUTS OF 2015 - COMES A TENSE
PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER RIPPED
STRAIGHT FROM THE HEADLINES . . . Twenty
years ago 21-year-old Sophie Collier vanishes
one night. She leaves nothing behind but a
trainer on the old pier - and a hole in the heart
of her best friend Francesca. Now A body's
been found. And Francesca's drawn back to the
seaside town she's tried to forget. Perhaps the
truth of what happened to Sophie will finally
come out. Yet Francesca is beginning to wish
she hadn't returned. Everywhere she turns are
ghosts from her past. The same old faces and
familiar haunts of her youth. But if someone
knows what really happened to Sophie that
night then now's the time to find out - isn't it?
Except sometimes discovering the truth can
cost you everything you hold dear - your family,
your sanity and even your life . . . Praise for
Local Girl Missing 'Compelling and page-
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turning, wonderfully written and impossible to
second guess with a brilliant twist' Debbie
Howells, bestselling author of Richard and Judy
selection The Bones of You Praise for The
Sisters 'Grippingly claustrophobic and
unpredictable on every page: perfect for fans of
The Girl on the Train' Marie Claire 'Tension
oozes from every page . . . [an] addictive read
that will leave you on the edge of your seat' Sun
'As soon as I finished the first page, I knew I
wouldn't be able to put this down . . . I
thoroughly enjoyed it' Good Housekeeping
'Unforgettably dark and complex' Woman &
Home
The Missing Tooth Fairy Apr 22 2022 Sophie
gets a visit from the tooth fairy—or does
she?—in this fifteenth charming book of The
Adventures of Sophie Mouse series! Sophie
Mouse has never lost a tooth before. But it
looks like that’s about to change because
Sophie’s tooth sure is wiggly! She’s a little
scared…until a friend tells her that when you
lose your tooth and put it under your pillow, the
tooth fairy brings you a present! Now Sophie
can’t wait for her tooth to fall out. Then, Sophie
does exactly what she’s supposed to but the
tooth fairy never comes! What did Sophie do
wrong? Or is the tooth fairy simply…missing?
With easy-to-read language and illustrations on
almost every page, the Adventures of Sophie
Mouse chapter books are perfect for beginning
readers.
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